Secure Your Bottle of Cougar X

The only way to guarantee your bottle is to join the Wine-By-Cougars Wine Club

Wine-By-Cougars is an exclusive wine club for members of the WSU Alumni Association

winebycougars.com

The Art of Range
NARRATED AND PRODUCED BY TIP HUDSON  WSU EXTENSION
Director of Yakima County Extension and rangeland management professor Hudson covers a wide swath of topics of interest to ranchers, livestock and resource professionals, and anyone in rangelands work. Find it at artofrange.com.

Raising Kids: Your Essential Guide to Everyday Parenting
SHERI GLUCOF WONG AND OLAF JORGENSON  '88 ENGLISH & PHIL, '93 MA ENGLISH
MATT HOLT BOOKS: 2022
This practical and approachable guide encourages parents to “be curious, not furious” and become “fully aware” of their “parenting self.” Examples help parents decide when and how to engage or step back.

U.S. Wars & Diseases: Smallpox, Typhoid, Yellow Fever and Others
LEE R. MCDOWELL  '71 PHD ANI. SCI.
2022
A University of Florida emeritus professor of nutrition provides a look at American conflicts and their relationships with epidemics—from King Philip’s War, or the First Indian War, of 1675, to the more recent Gulf War and wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Dark Matter Monsters
SIMEON HEIN  '92 PHD SOCIO.
MOUNT BALDY PRESS: 2022
Hein asks, “If Bigfoot is an ancient primate, why is it seen around paranormal phenomena?” He examines the connections between cryptids, ball lightning, and anomalies.

Read more brief reviews of books and other media at magazine.wsu.edu/extra/Sumer23-briefly
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